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Legal Notice
Copyright Notice

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical unless as used in the
paragraph below. Any unauthorized use, sharing, reproduction, or distribution is
strictly prohibited.

This document may not be re-branded for distribution without prior written consent of Blogging Concentrated.

While attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, neither the author nor the 
publisher assumes any responsibilities for errors, omissions, or contradictory information contained in this 
document.

The author, publisher and affiliates disclaim any personal loss or liability caused by the utilization of any 
information presented herein. The author is not engaged in rendering any legal, accounting or professional advice. 
The services of a competent professional should be us if such assistance is needed.

All product names, logos and trademarks are property of their respective owners who have not necessarily 
endorsed, sponsored or approved this publication.  While the sources mentioned herein are assumed to be reliable 
at the time of this writing, the author, publisher and affiliates are not responsible for their activities from time to 
time. Sources may terminate, move, change prices or do other things at their sole discretion.

Sources can only be confirmed reliable at the time of original publication of this manual.  This manual is a guide 
only and as such, should be considered solely for basic information. 



What to do with a Viral Post 

There are only 3 emotions you can be experiencing if you're reading this book:

    Jealousy   OR        Overwhelm  OR Excitement!!

Because, a viral post is either a dream or a nightmare for online entrepreneurs. If 
you're not prepared, a viral post can really have you kicking yourself of things you 
wish you had done.  So instead of missing the moment be ready for those times when 
your traffic skyrockets.

One of the most common questions we get at Free Weekly Mastermind on Facebook 
is “my post is going viral, what should I do?” So we thought we'd encapsulate what 
you should do and put it into this book as the ultimate viral go-to guide. 

This book is broken down into sections about the risks viral posts create, calls-to-
action, tracking and how to use the post to create future traffic. 

Wearing Clean Underwear

Did your mom ever tell you to wear clean underwear?  Because if for some 
unfortunate reason you have to go to the hospital and drop your drawers, you don't 
want to be regretting that. 

Remember that when a post goes viral. 

Always wear clean underwear. 

The moment you recognize that a post is viral or has viral potential you need to go 
back and read that thing with vigor and do these “clean underwear” things:

1.  Are there any punctuation, grammar or spelling errors?  
2. Are all the links intact? 
3. Are the photos outdated? 
4.  Is your footer correct? Copyright date? Links?
5.  Are your social sharing buttons at the top and bottom of the page?
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After the initial read your traffic is likely going to be split into different next clicks. 
Most will hit the back button, others the related posts you have on the page and 
some your About Page. Knowing that the path will be more than likely in one of those 
directions then you’ll also need to clean up these pages as well.

6.  Does your About Page still say you have 2 kids when really your 4th kid 
is graduating? Keep it current. 
7.  Do steps 1 – 4 for the posts referenced on the page so that any posts 
you’re sending traffic to is also optimized
8.  Does your email sign-up work properly?
9.  Use Pingdom Tools to see about page load speed and increasing it.

Once you have these systems in check then it’s time to start looking into the risks and 
the mechanics of your site, post, and structure. 

Under the Hood

The worst thing that can happen (besides running out of Oreos) is when your host 
can't handle the traffic.  The best case planning scenario is that you ask them prior to 
a viral post what your limits are and what happens when you reach those limits. Add 
this information to your Framework Handbook for your business - knowing who to 
call, limits, costs, and risks of traffic. Because let’s face it - a real crazy viral post most of 
the time will shut down a site that’s not prepared for that level of visitors.

Some plans charge you fees like $1/1000 visitors when you grow past your plan. 
Other plans ratchet and other plans break your site and shut you down. 

MediaTemple (who we neither promote nor say is bad) has a server reset button 
when you login to your account. On several occasions I have pushed the button and 
gotten the traffic going again. But this involves having someone available (or you 
trained) so that you can not only watch your Real Time (which is sometimes necessary 
when you’re dealing with an influx of traffic) but also reset when needed.

The question is do you know what happens when the traffic hits your host? You also 
want to know what are your spending limits - at what point will you allow your site to 
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not load for everyone simply because the cost of maintaining 50-500k visitors to your 
site in a day (whatever is high traffic for you) might not be worth spending that much 
in new hosting fees for that initial spike.

The Viral Curve

Even Gangnam Style had a viral curve. I don't understand it myself, but I've seen the 
analytics of enough viral posts to know that there's no getting around it. The math of a 
viral post looks like a bell curve (albeit not necessarily a pretty one). 

The curve can be extended and can be duplicated but for the large part, it can not be 
changed. There will be a growth rise, a peak area and a denouement.  Count on this 
like you would taxes, death and cold waffles.

There are only two kinds of viral posts.

A. Evergreen
B. Time Sensitive

During the growth period we must decide which camp the post falls into, because our 
actions should differ based on the answer. 

If the post is time sensitive like a video montage on a recent earthquake footage or an 
Easter Basket Ideas post, we know that there is a date to which further attempts will 
be fruitless. With socially relevant posts, people lose interest quickly. For instance 
when was the last time you heard about John Wayne Bobbit or the Meech Lake 
Accord?
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If you've decided that your post is time sensitive,  our goal should immediately be to 
broaden the depth of the audience vs increasing the concentration of the current 
audience. 

Broadening the audience means taking the viral triggers (like Pinterest pins) and 
putting them in other places as in our “Pinterest-Like-Sites”.  When you're up against a 
hard date, we don't have as much time to test pins to determine the best one for the 
post. While we certainly suggest you do that, your time may be best served in short 
windows to take what's working and use your time to blanket the web. 

However with Evergreen posts, like Rachel's “Why Being a Mom is Enough”, we have 
plenty of time to really focus on the triggers. Did you know that you can load an 
infinite number of graphics up to Pinterest all pointing back to your single post in 
hopes of finding the one that really grabs people and has them sharing it? 

(Wouldn't it be a good idea to replace the pin in the article with that really viral one?)

Our goal with Evergreen posts is to learn what works best because a viral Evergreen 
post might go viral at any moment. And as you saw in the tracking section, there 
comes a rhythm to Evergreen posts that you can learn from and eventually trigger at 
will. This is very true for time sensitive information that occurs annually like Christmas 
ideas or Spelling Bee tips. 

Once you've determined what the trigger is, you can begin to take on the broadening 
activities by harnessing the trigger and creating it in different places. For instance if 
you've determined the absolute best image that people love to share, why not:

 Put it on Flickr
 Create a presentation around it and post it to Slideshare
 Make a video about the topic and use the image as the thumbnail
 Instagram it
 SnapChat it
 Vine it
 Upload it to SnapYeti
 Turn it into a Gif
      Pull out a quote from it and make it a shareable image
      Create a teeshirt on Teespring for it 
 Use it to create a meme
 Tweet it with specific audience hashtags
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Sniffles

So how do you know you have a cold? For most of us we get the sniffles. We break 
out the tissues and then our voice gets nasal-y.  That’s the initial clue that something 
new is happening with us. 

Thinking that way, then what are the symptoms of a post going viral? 

To start . . . what would you consider to be the qualifications of a post going viral?  By 
definition (which we’re about to make up), a viral post is one where the traffic is driven 
by people you don't know, who are sharing it because they want to without you being 
the initial point of contact.  Think of it as the ripples several removed from you that are 
continuing to share your work and thus create new ripple which continues the cycle.

The best way to catch this happening is by first understanding your normal level of 
traffic.  If you wake up in the morning and check your real-time analytics and see that 
it is 10x normal, you've got your first indication.  That works with Pinterest statistics 
and others.

The second method is social proof. If you build in a “click to tweet” button in your 
post and you start seeing it show up, it's time to think about this viral post strategy. Or 
if you go on your Facebook Page and see many new likes or a post with a high 
number of shares this is also an indicator that you might have a potential viral post on 
your hands. 

The third strategy is by using Google Alerts or Talkwalker. This strategy is easiest once 
you know which posts have already gone viral. Have that set up to email you 
immediately and you'll know when it goes viral here, Portland or Poland. 

No matter what, you'll never see it coming if you don't know what regular looks like.
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Act like a Sniper

With Wordpress themes like Genesis you can track the calls-to-action you put at the 
end of posts in the “hooks” section and can change them as you please. But the 
option to change them doesn't necessarily mean you're tracking them. 

We ultimately want to track two things

A. The Goal
B. The Call-to-action location

Tracking the goal means keeping a good eye on what posts create viral activity, what 
posts create income, what posts create engagement and which of your products 
convert well. 

One of the best ways to track these is to create a spreadsheet of top posts and viral 
posts. What you'll want to do is list your post, the original publish date, and then 
analytic information that you might need. 

For instance, if your post goes viral on Facebook often, you might consider adding in 
the “Facebook Like” numbers monthly or quarterly to see if you can discover a pattern 
or trend to the viral nature.  When you can start to see the trend then you can not only 
begin to anticipate the next round of viral but can also begin to write content and 
build so that it can peak again.

Now, the numbers aren't the real awesome of the tracking but rather it is the 
recording what your call-to-action is at the end of the post. Do you have your ebook 
listed there? An email opt-in? A plug to join your Facebook community? Or a link to 
another post or product? Include that information on your spreadsheet as well. 

Knowing what your CTA helps in many ways - you can then work to grow those 
specific segments of your business. You can also begin to see what CTA gets the most 
engagement as well.  Be aware of the structure of your post and where you are 
directing these new visitors next.  This is an amazing opportunity to grow your list - so 
remember if you’re list building don’t just add the subscribe to my email opt-in but 
rather write compelling copy telling them how joining your list will further whatever 
viral post experience they just visited you for. 
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Next, on this spread sheet make a section to list what other posts you have linking to 
this viral post. Since this post has already proven that it can be a large traffic source 
use the other posts in your archives to continuously drive traffic back to this post. 
What's great about knowing how your posts are interlinked is then you have the 
opportunity to drive traffic to viral posts via multiple channels - social media and also 
other posts on your site. 

Make sure to make the call-to-action clear and organic in those posts. Don't just list it 
at the end hoping that they'll click - give them a solid reason why reading that will be 
as beneficial as the original article. 

Finally, if you consider switching out the graphics include this in your tracking. 

Here's an example – Rachel has a post with almost one million Facebook likes on it. 
She's tracked the trends to this post and can tell you that it will have a viral peak 
quarterly. But she can also tell you that any time that she switches out the featured 
image that is shared on Facebook that it sends a spike in the views. 

Why?    Because it looks new - it's fresh - the description is updated. 

Make sure to do that for Pinterest, Twitter, or Instagram too. Don't overlook the power 
in switching out the graphics. And if you do make a note on this spreadsheet so that 
you can remember which graphic was involved with each spike. Don’t ever think that 
the image needs to be static - look at advertisers everywhere and how they change 
words, pictures and call-to-actions based on seasons, needs and emotion.

Another powerful tool to sustain a viral post is to create a sidebar ad specifically for 
that viral post. Add this to the relevant sidebars so that you are driving new views to 
this post. Now, remember if your viral post is a time sensitive post to start adding this 
sidebar ad about six weeks prior to the holiday (or date - i.e. back to school) and then 
to rotate it out with another high traffic post.

Hot Embers

I love when the embers get red at a campfire because it's time to break-out the 
marshmallows. And then the kids want to know. . . how do we keep it hot?

With a viral post, we can do things to keep the embers hot. 
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1. Click to Tweet: Take a good quote out and use Co-Schedules' Click to Tweet 
Plugin.

2. Make sure your social share buttons are at the top and bottom of the post 
and are clearly visible.

3. If you want them to share it, give them a reason and ask them like “If you 
know a single mom who struggles, share this with them to brighten their day”.

4. Thank the people who share it on Facebook to keep it in their stream.

5. Email your audience about the post and tell them to share it before someone 
else does.

6. Make sure the graphic has a subheading “suggestion” like “Pin this to your 
Halloween Board”. 

7. Google a sentence in the post to find other places it is posted and comment 
on those. 

A man with two watches. . . 

There is a saying, “A man with two watches never knows the time, a man with one 
always does.” 

Options are the death of focus. 

A viral post is an opportunity to really accomplish something. Most bloggers can't 
find the gumption to sacrifice everything for one goal, but this is one chance you have 
to really make headway. 

When a blog post goes viral, consider focus. 

Try removing the sidebar for that period of time and drawing a very clear call-to-
action for the reader. Whether that's the call to sign-up for your newsletter, by your 
ebook, pursue an affiliate offer, like your Facebook page, join you on Instagram. . . 
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etc. . . Imagine how easy it is in a room to find the bathroom when there is only one 
door.  

When your audience only has one click, you have ultimately narrowed their choice 
from many to two. Either they click the link you want them to click or they click the 
back button. Make the click compelling and you weight the scales in your favor. 

While it is hard to do. . . you can really move your business forward quickly when you 
allow yourself to sacrifice everything else to build greatness. 

Adding Water to the Mogwai 

Remember Gremlins?  Remember what happened when Gizmo got wet? Yep, he 
multiplied.  So let's talk about how do we make another post go viral. 

 A viral post, in our opinion is truly the melding of excellent writing (or a fantastic 
video or deal or meal or project) that resonates with it hitting the right people at the 
right time sharing it in mass craziness.

Is there a bit of initial luck? 

Probably - especially if you're looking at timing and everything. One cannot force the 
viral nature of a post - it's really about getting the post to have a life on it's own 
beyond your initial share. 

For instance, if you look at the analytics behind a viral pin or post on Facebook the 
shares that are not in the first tier share - meaning one step removed from your site - 
should be exponentially higher than the shares that resulted from you. That means, at 
the heart, that other people are writing copy or updates or sharing it on forums 
without you needing to be the initial point of contact. 

So what can you learn? 

First really pay attention to the comments about this post. Listen to what people are 
saying. Did they appreciate the message? The tone? What are they saying when they 
refer this post to others? Knowing why it was shared will help you create content that 
isn’t about what you think they need to know but is rather answering the why’s that 
they love you.
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These are very important insights into the hearts of your audience that you can then 
use to create content that will once again resonate. You obviously cannot duplicate 
verbatim another post nor is there a direct formula for creating another post, but you 
can use these clues to structure other posts with mass traffic potential. Is there more 
that you could write about regarding this post? Could you do a follow up?  

If the post is seasonal based what is another post that you could write that could have 
the same appeal but is about another season? Also pay attention to the way the post 
is structured. Was there something that you did differently in the structure? What 
makes the writing flow? Images? Where were the breaks and the call to action and 
what was the phrase that resonated most with others?

By analyzing all the aspects of a viral post it can give you clues on how to create the 
next. The interesting thing about writing, as we all know, is that often what we think 
will go viral will sit flat and what we think will go flat will go viral. So that being the 
truth there is nothing worse than reading forced content that was created trying to 
appeal or tug at the heart strings but lacks the authenticity. 

So be real. 

Create content that resonates on an intimate level - not on the hope to get the click 
level - because we can all see through that and that is time spent trying to create 
something with a spark versus understanding the spark our audience needs. 

A final note. Because of the incredible way we can track things now take some time to 
seek out who has shared your post and offer words of thanks. You'll be surprised at 
how those little moments, that reaching out to others, opens new doors and with that 
more viral potential.
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